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 https://hs-lawfirm.com/

Viewing
Options/Q&A



Webinar drop down menu

 https://www.webex.com/downloads.htm

l/
 YouTube Live Stream
 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCidv

YBijhypPhNn20lZvA-w
 Submit your questions to WebEx Q & A

and we will answer the questions in Q&A
sessions.
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Credit instructions

3

 The certificate of attendance form will

by on our website under the “webinar”
tab.

 In order to receive credit for the

webinar, you must download the form,
fill it out, and return as instructed on the
form.

 www.hs-lawfirm.com
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INTRODUCTION
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 The 2021 Guidebook is

available for
download on our
website under the
“webinar” tab.
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INTRODUCTION

 History of Workers’ Compensation Laws
 Principles are similar but not identical in each state
 This manual does not address all issues
 Always seek legal advice to resolve any

uncertainty
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 Located in Jackson, Mississippi

THE COMMISSION

 Three Appointed Commissioners:
 Mr. Mark Formby
 Mr. Mark Henry
 Ms. Beth Harkins Aldridge
 Trials conducted by ALJs
 Appeals to
 The Full Commission
 Court of Appeals
 MS Supreme Court
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Elements of a Claim,
Causation For COVID-19,
and Special Cases
APRIL MCDONALD
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THE ELEMENTS OF A CLAIM
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Burden of Proof
 Section 71-3-7
 There are three essential elements:


Injury



Disability



Causation

 Claimant bears initial burden of proof
 In cases before July 1, 2012, disputed issues resolved

in favor of the Claimant
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THE ELEMENTS OF A CLAIM
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Job Related Injury
 “Injury” defined in Section 71-3-3(b)
 Aggravation Rule
 Rathborne corollary
 Normal wear/tear is not compensable
 Previously, law presumed the Claimant’s

uncontradicted version was true; however, 2012
changes to the Act should place claimant and
employer/carrier on equal ground
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THE ELEMENTS OF A CLAIM
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Disability - § 71-3-3(i)
 Defined as: “incapacity to earn wages”
 Occupational rather than medical incapacity
 Claimant must demonstrate inability to secure

other employment
 Presumptions


RTW, then no disability (which can be rebutted)



No RTW, then 100% or total (which can be rebutted)

 Occupational disability must be supported by

medical findings
 Four classifications of disability
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THE ELEMENTS OF A CLAIM

14

Causation
 Claimant bears the burden of proof
 Medical evidence is generally required
 May rely on medical records and circumstantial

evidence as to causation
 Must rise beyond mere speculation



After July 1, 2012, medical records must
accompany Petition if claim denied
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CAUSATION FOR COVID-19

15

 Is COVID-19 compensable under workers’ compensation?

Maybe.
 Workers Comp. provides compensation for “occupational

diseases” that arise out of and in the course and scope of
employment.
 Most States exclude ordinary diseases of life (example: flu

and the common cold).
 Why? Because an employee is at no greater risk of

contracting such diseases through work than as a member
of the general public.

15
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CAUSATION FOR COVID-19

16

 Employees who contract a disease may obtain workers’

compensation benefits if they can prove the illness arose
out of or occurred in the course of employment.
 There must be a direct connection between the work

and the exposure to COVID-19.
 Examples: healthcare professionals or first responders who

contract COVID-19 in the scope of employment are likely
covered by workers’ compensation.
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CAUSATION FOR COVID-19
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 Some

states have created a “legal presumption”
regarding COVID-19.
 California issued an Executive Order creating a rebuttable

presumption employee who tests positive for COVID-19
contracted it within the course and scope of employment for
purposes of workers’ comp.
 Other states created a legal presumption for certain essential

workers.
 Mississippi has not.
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CAUSATION FOR COVID-19
 Compensability of

18

COVID-19 is a case by case

basis.
 Question will

be whether an employee can prove
he was exposed to someone at work who also
tested positive.

18
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CAUSATION FOR COVID-19

19

 In states where there is no legal presumption,

determining where a person contracted COVID-19
is difficult.
 Employer/Carrier claim individuals were most likely

infected in their off hours.
 Claimant argues infection was directly linked with

unsafe job environments.
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CAUSATION FOR COVID-19
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 Data shows increased workers compensation

claims from :
 First responders (public safety/government workers)
 Retail workers
 Transportation workers
 Office workers
 Airline employees
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SPECIAL CASES

21

A. Found Dead Presumption
1.

Presumption that death arose out of and in the course of
employment

2.

Employer has burden of showing employment did not cause
death

B. Heart Attacks
1.

Fact specific

2.

Compensable if there is substantial exertion or stress


3.

Something beyond ordinary wear and tear required

In many cases the benefits are apportioned

21
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SPECIAL CASES
C.

22

Occupational Disease
 Date of Last Exposure
 Date of manifestation

D.

Emotional Injuries
(1) Mental/Physical
The Mental injury causes the Physical Injury
(2) Physical/Mental
The Physical Injury causes the Mental Injury
(3) Mental/Mental
Where there is no Physical Injury at All

22
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Benefits
STACIE ZORN
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BENEFITS
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 Disability
 Medical Benefits
 Maintenance During Vocational Rehabilitation
 Death Benefits
 Funeral Expenses

24
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DISABILITY

25

 Compensation for Disability
 Disability compensation is either temporary or

permanent, total or partial, scheduled or nonscheduled
 Maximum weekly compensation is 66 2/3 of

Mississippi’s average weekly wage
For 2021, Mississippi’s “Max Rate” is $523.16
Maximum Indemnity Exposure for 2021:
$523.16 x 450 weeks = $235,422.00
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DISABILITY
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 Temporary Total Disability
 66 2/3 of the AWW not exceeding maximum weekly rate
 Waiting Period
Days

Amount of Compensation

1-5

no compensation

6-14

pay for each day off work

After
14

pay beginning on DOI

Note:

Days do not have to be consecutive

 Temporary Partial Disability
 66 2/3 of the difference between the AWW and
earning after injury
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DISABILITY

27

 Permanent Total Disability
 Once claimant reaches MMI, there may be

permanent benefits
 PTD is 66 2/3 of AWW subject to maximum rate x’s

450 wks
 If a claimant receives TTD and is later adjudicated to

be PTD, the entire disability “relates back” to the
beginning when the Claimant was first TTD

27
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DISABILITY


28

Permanent Partial Disability
Scheduled Benefits
The statute provides for all body parts to be

paid based upon a schedule (e.g., an arm is
200 wks)
At MMI, Doctor awards anatomical rating (%)
Must pay anatomical rating
(e.g., 25% x’s 200 wks = 50 wks)
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DISABILITY

29

 If

claimant RTW with no wage loss, only anatomical
rating is paid

 If

claimant cannot return to usual duties, there is a
presumption of 100% industrial loss of use

 E/C

has burden to rebut presumption

 Factors include

claimant’s education, training, age,
and continuance of pain in usual or other
employment
Meridian Professional Baseball vs. Jensen
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DISABILITY

30

 Non-Scheduled Benefits
 Award is 66 2/3 of difference between AWW and PLWEC
subject to maximum limitation
 Medical anatomical rating not important
 RTW decision very important!
 If employee RTW at same rate of pay there is a

presumption of no PLWEC
 If employer refuses RTW, presumption of PTD

30
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MEDICAL BENEFITS
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 Statute requires Employer/Carrier to furnish

medical treatment

 Medical benefits for life
 To be compensable, the treatment must be:

(1) reasonable;
(2) necessary; and
(3) causally related to employment
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MEDICAL BENEFITS
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 Selection of Physician
 Employer selects first
 Employee accepts/rejects employer selection
 Employee can select treating physician within
geographical area of residence or place of injury
 Treating physician can refer to one specialty or subspecialty
 COP form is very beneficial
 For injuries on or after July 1, 2012, 6 months treatment or
surgery = claimant’s COP
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MEDICAL BENEFITS


33

Maintenance for Vocational Rehabilitation
 Injuries before July 1, 2012 - $10.00 more per week if

qualified; and
 On or after July 1, 2012 - $25.00 more per week if qualified


Death Benefits
 Statute describes who is eligible and amounts. Includes

widow’s allowance and funeral expense reimbursement
 It is a dependency statute
 For deaths on or after July 1, 2012, amounts increased

33
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OTHER BENEFITS AND CREDITS
 Cannot sue
 Can get

34

for overpayment

credit for future liability for overpayment or

mistake
 Credit

may be available for pension, salary
continuation, etc., if employee does not contribute

 Statute

requires reimbursement to health insurance
carrier after notice

 No

credit for unemployment

34
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MWCC Utilization Review

STACIE ZORN
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Utilization review

36

 System of reviewing proposed medical

services to ensure such procedures are:
1. Medically necessary;
2. Most efficient use of medical resources;

and
3. Such services are properly and timely

reimbursed

36
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Services requiring UR









37

Inpatient admissions
Surgery
Repeat MRI, CT, EMG/NCS & Myelograms - except
repeats in conjunction with surgery
Work hardening, pain management, massage,
acupuncture and biofeedback
Spinal Cord Stimulators
Therapy past 15 visits or 30 days
Chiropractic care
Psychiatric treatment
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Adverse determinations

38

 No denial of payment or pre-cert made without prior

evaluation & opinion by a physician:


Currently licensed in Mississippi



Within same specialty or sub-specialty

 Adverse determination must be provided within 2

business days by phone/fax/email
Followed up in writing within 1 business day




Including principal reason/clinical rationale for decision



Reference to MWCC Fee Schedule relied upon



Instructions for initiating appeal
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Employer’s medical exam


39

E/C may elect to have an EME in lieu of UR
 IW and provider must be notified of election

within 2 business days
 Unreasonable delay may result in penalties

and/or attorney’s fees or expenses and/or waiver
of right to an EME

39
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Review Determination
Procedures Conclusion:

40

 Payer failure to timely notify Provider of a decision

shall be deemed approval AND Payer becomes
obligated to reimburse the provider according to
Fee Schedule
 Failure by Provider to provide necessary information

can result in denial of reimbursement
 If UR process is completed without resolution, MWCC

Fee Dispute Resolution process applies to further
disputes
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Penalties

41

 Penalties may be assessed;
 Requires finding by MWCC or ALJ that Payer “unreasonably

delayed claim without reasonable grounds” within the
meaning of § 71-3-59;
 § 71-3-59(2):




Commission/ALJ can order the party who delayed or the attorney
advising such party, or both, to pay the reasonable expenses,
including attorney's fees, caused by delay;
Commission/ALJ may levy a civil penalty not to exceed Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) against such party, or attorney
advising or assisting such party, or both, payable to the
commission, paid into the Administrative Expense Fund
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EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS
WITH MEDICAL PROVIDERS

42

“Ex Parte” means “done for, on behalf of, or
on the application of one party only”




Ex parte communications are prohibited once a
Petition to Controvert or equivalent has been
filed

 Evidence obtained from unauthorized ex parte

contacts is inadmissible

42
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Bad Faith
STACIE ZORN

43

BAD FAITH CLAIMS

44



Bad Faith claims are the exception to the
Workers’ Compensation Exclusivity Rule



Such claims may be filed against employers,
carriers and/or any third-party administrators
based upon a willful denial of a claim without
reasonable grounds



Look out! Adjusters have been sued too

44

BAD FAITH CLAIMS

45

These claims can be dangerous




Plaintiff gets a jury trial in state or federal
court



Juries can award actual and punitive
damages, although….


Amount of punitive damages are limited by statute
based upon the defendant’s net worth

45
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ELEMENTS OF BAD FAITH

46



Contract of Workers’ Compensation
Insurance



Denial of a claim without a legitimate and
arguable reason



Denial was willful and intentional or
maliciously wrong

46

BAD FAITH CLAIMS

47

 Bad Faith = negligence + intentional misconduct

 Decisions by carriers/adjusters made in good faith,

even if later determined to be wrong, do not
constitute “bad faith”
 Negligent refusal to pay benefits does not

constitute “bad faith”

47

BAD FAITH CLAIMS
 Examples

48

of Bad Faith:

Terminating benefits only because claimant
reached MMI or
failed to attend doctor’s appointment
Failure to make adequate initial investigation or

failure to continue to investigate during pendency
of the claim
Ignoring internal claims procedures
Withholding benefits to force a settlement

48
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BAD FAITH CLAIMS

49

 More Examples of Bad Faith:


Denying a claim based upon suspicion and innuendo
with no direct proof to refute insured’s sworn statement



Failing to pay impairment rating awarded by treating
physician at MMI



Delaying investigation after learning of errors reported
by claimant
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BAD FAITH CLAIMS
 Suggestions

50

to Avoid Bad Faith:

Encourage prompt reporting of claims
Thoroughly and promptly investigating each

claim
File Form B-52 if investigation is not complete in

14 Days
Document arguable and legitimate reasons for

every denial

50

BAD FAITH CLAIMS

51

 More suggestions to Avoid Bad Faith:
 Act objectively and professionally
 Assume claims file will be discoverable if litigation later

filed
 Avoid ex-parte communications
Never directly contact a treating physician without

consent once Petition to Controvert filed
 When in doubt, get advice from your counsel
Advice from counsel may be a defense

51
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BAD FAITH CLAIMS

52

 Hardaway

v. Howard Industries, Inc., 2016
Miss. App. LEXIS 331 (Miss. Ct. App. May 24,
2016)
 “A

workers compensation claimant cannot
maintain an independent action for bad
faith denial of benefits until the underlying
claim for benefits is final.”
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DEFENSES
AND WAYS TO
REDUCE LIABILITY
Tristan Armer
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JURISDICTION
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 Concurrent Jurisdiction
 Between two states or between a state and the federal
government
 Maritime claims excluded
 Less than 5 employees
 Owner exemptions
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APPORTIONMENT

55

 Applies only to permanent disability benefits
 Employer/Carrier must establish:
1. A pre-existing physical handicap, disease or lesion
2. Shown by conclusive medical findings
3. Condition is material contributing factor to the

disability following the injury
 Compensation can be reduced by proportion

which pre-existing condition contributes to the
disability following injury
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APPORTIONMENT

56

 The pre-existing condition must materially

contribute to the disability following the
injury
 For injuries occurring prior to July 1, 2012,

the pre-existing injury had to be
“occupationally disabling”
 Most often used in heart attack or

aneurysm cases
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STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

57

 General

Statute of Limitations: within 2 years
of the date of injury or death
 Applies to “medical only” cases.

1

year Statute of Limitations requires proper
filing of Form B-31

A

30-day reporting law applies only if
prejudice is proven

 Claims

can be reopened in certain situations

57
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STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

58

 Exceptions to Defense of SOL
Wages in Lieu of compensation
Latent injury SOL starts date claimant

knew/should know she incurred a compensable
injury
Equitable tolling for intentional misrepresentation
of coverage
Statute of Limitations may be tolled and not
enforced:
If Employer fails to properly file first report (B-3)
along with other misrepresentation
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INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR

59

 Generally independent contractors not a

covered employees
 Except employee of uninsured subcontractor

becomes “statutory employee” of general
contractor
 “Dual Employment” or the “loaned servant”

doctrine may apply where a person is employed
by more than one employer
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INTERVENING CAUSE

60

 Every natural consequence that flows as a direct and

natural result of the injury also “arises out of the injury
and is compensable”
 If an independent, intervening agency interrupts the

chain at any point, then liability of employer and carrier
ceases
 “Quasi-course of employment” standard
 Necessary or reasonable activities that would not have been
undertaken but for the compensable injury

60
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FRAUDULENT INDUCEMENT
 False

61

representation

 Employer

must have “relied” upon
the false representation; substantial
factor in the hiring

 Causal

connection between the false
representation and the injury
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DEVIATION

62

 Injury

in or around work activity not
compensable if employee engages in
purely personal conduct

 “In

the course of” test

Actuated at least in part by a duty to serve the

employer
Reasonably incidental to the employment
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GOING AND COMING
CASES

63

 Generally, hazards encountered by employees

while going to or coming from their regular place
of work are not incident to their employment and
are not compensable

63
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GOING AND COMING
CASES

64

 Many exceptions to rule, to name a few:
Traveling Employees v. Situs Employees
Employer furnishes transportation (vehicle or

reimbursement)
Employee works at home
Injury results in parking place in close proximity to

employer’s premises - Single Route to work
Personal Comfort activities not coming/going
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THIRD PARTY CLAIMS

65

 Employee

or dependents can file suit against any
other party responsible for employee’s injury or death

 Employer/Carrier can

be reimbursed from the
proceeds of the suit for the compensation and
medical payments

 Made whole

doctrine does not apply

 Medicare/Medicaid liens

have priority

65

INTOXICATION, ILLEGAL DRUGS &
IMPROPER PRESCRIPTION Rx

66

 The

Act disallows compensation for injuries
which were a proximate result of claimant’s:
 Intoxication;
 Illegal drug use (language added with 2012 changes);

or
 Improper prescription medication use (language

added with 2012 changes)

66
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WILLFUL INTENT TO INJURE
 Claimant

67

intentionally injures himself or others

 Co-employee

(including an employer
or superior) either intentionally or
accidentally injures the claimant for
non-work-related reason

 Third party intentionally injures employee
 must be “because of” employment
 “Zone of

special danger doctrine”

 “Imported danger doctrine”
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ACTS OF GOD

68

 Employer/Carrier not responsible for an

accident which results directly from an Act
of God because the injury is not causally
related to the employment
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AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE

69

Recommended that an accurate average
weekly wage always be calculated
Calculated based upon the earnings in the
52 wk period immediately prior to the DOI
 If not employed for 52 consecutive weeks then earnings

are divided by number of weeks worked, provided
result is “just and fair to both parties”

 If impractical, average weekly wage is that earned by

similar situated employee

69
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E.M.E./I.M.E.

70

 For the purpose of evaluating temporary or

permanent disability or medical treatment
 More accurately termed an

“Employer’s Medical Examination”
IME is appointed by the ALJ
 Opinion of EME doctor can be accepted

over that of the employee’s treating
physician
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VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION

71

 Used to assist in the evaluation of a claim for

a non-scheduled injury
 There is no express authority under the Act to

require a claimant to be interviewed or meet
with a vocational rehabilitation expert

71

SURVEILLANCE

72

 Can be used to determine whether or not the

claimant is accurately relating physical limitations
 May also be presented to the claimant’s attorney

as a settlement tool and at the hearing held
before the ALJ

72
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SECOND INJURY FUND

73

 Fund

pays for the permanent disability
benefits exceeding the amount for which
the employer or carrier is liable for the
loss of use of a second scheduled
member
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Break

74

We will resume at 10:40

74

75

Workers’ Compensation
From the Employee’s
Perspective
TOMMY DULIN

75
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76

Questions
& Answers
KARL STEINBERGER
TRISTAN ARMER
STACIE ZORN
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Credit instructions

77

 The certificate of attendance form will

by on our website under the “webinar”
tab.

 In order to receive credit for the

webinar, you must download the form,
fill it out, and return as instructed on the
form.

 www.hs-lawfirm.com
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Lunch Break

78

We will resume at
12:30 p.m.

78
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79

Welcome Back/
Comments
CYNTHIA BLACK, PRESIDENT OF GULF COAST HUMAN
RESOURCE ASSOCIATION
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Essential Workers
Essential Protections

80

Disclaimer
This presentation is intended as general information only and does not
carry the force of legal opinion.
The Department of Labor is providing this information as a public
service. This information and related materials are presented to give
the public access to information on Department of Labor programs.
You should be aware that, while we try to keep the information timely
and accurate, there will often be a delay between official publications
of the materials and the modification of these pages. Therefore, we
make no express or implied guarantees. The Federal Register and the
Code of Federal Regulations remain the official source for regulatory
information published by the Department of Labor. We will make every
effort to keep this information current and to correct errors brought to
our attention.

81
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Wage and Hour Division

Who we are

82

Protecting Your Rights to Pay and Leave

83

Helping Workers Throughout the Country

866-4US-WAGE

84
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Ensuring Fair Pay

85

Wage and Hour Division

What we do

86

Agency-Initiated Enforcement
• National and regional
strategic enforcement
initiatives focus on
industries that employ
essential workers

87
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Essential Workers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture
Health Care
Grocery
Delivery Services
First Responders
Public Transportation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Restaurant
Construction
Guards
Hotel Workers
Landscaping
Janitorial Services
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Wage and Hour Division

We serve workers
and employers
89

Education promotes compliance
• Education and outreach for
workers to understand and
exercise their rights
• Education and outreach for
employers to increased compliance

90
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Essential Protections
•
•
•
•
•
•

Payment of minimum wages and overtime
Youth employment standards
Job protections for time taken for the birth of a child or caring
for sick family members
Housing and transportation standards for farm workers
Payment of prevailing wage rates for federally funded
construction and service contract work
Standards for hiring and paying workers temporarily in the U.S
under H-2A, H-1B and H-2B visas
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Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)

Worker Rights
And
Protections

92

Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)
OSHA’s Mission
With the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970, Congress created the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) to ensure safe and
healthful working conditions for workers
by setting and enforcing standards and by
providing training, outreach, education
and assistance.

93
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How OSHA is Organized and how to
contact us
 Region 1: Boston
 Region 2: New York
 Region 3: Philadelphia
 Region 4: Atlanta
 Region 5: Chicago
 Region 6: Dallas
 Region 7: Kansas City
 Region 8: Denver
 Region 9: San Francisco
 Region 10: Seattle

To discuss a health and safety issue at work, contact OSHA toll-free at 1-800-321-6742 (OSHA) or by email, or contact your
nearest OSHA office. Your information will be kept confidential.
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Workers’ Rights
 OSHA’s protections including
standards and regulations cover all
workers, regardless of immigration
status

 OSHA does not ask workers about their
immigration status

95

Know your Rights
Federal law entitles you to a safe
workplace. Your employer must keep your
workplace free of known health and safety
hazards. You have the right to speak up
about hazards without fear of retaliation.
You also have the right to:

96
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Know your Rights
You also have the right to:

• Receive workplace safety and health training in a language you understand
• Work on machines that are safe
• Receive required safety equipment, such as gloves or a harness and lifeline
for falls
• Be protected from toxic chemicals
• Request an OSHA inspection, and speak to the inspector
• Report an injury or illness, and get copies of your medical records
• Review records of work-related injuries and illnesses
• See results of tests taken to find workplace hazards
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Essential Protections
Under the Fair Labor
Standards Act

98

Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)
Essential Protections:
• Minimum wage: $7.25 per hour
• Overtime at “time and one-half” for hours
worked over forty in a workweek
• Recordkeeping requirements
• Prohibited youth employment
• Anti-retaliation provisions

99
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Hours Worked
• Hours worked per day and per workweek
for the same employer
• Whether or not the employer counts the time
as work time

100

Regular Rate of Pay

Gross Weekly Straight Time Pay
HOURLY RATE = ----------------------------------------------Total Hours Worked Weekly

101

Child Labor
In non-agricultural jobs…
• Minimum age of employment is 14
• Hours and occupations are restricted for
14- and 15-year-olds
• Hazardous occupations are prohibited for
every covered worker under 18 years of
age
• Some exceptions for minors working for
their parents

102
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Child Labor
Hours Restrictions in non-agricultural jobs…
• Apply to 14- and 15-year-olds only
• Not during school hours
• No more than 3 hours on a school day or 8 hours on a non-school day
• No more than 18 hours during school weeks or 40 hours during nonschool weeks
• Not before 7 a.m. and not after 7 p.m. except from June 1 to Labor
Day when the time is extended until 9 p.m.

103

Rest Breaks for Nursing Mothers
Section 7 of the FLSA was amended by the Affordable
Care Act to provide nursing employees, for up to 1
year after the child’s birth, with:
•
•

Reasonable break time to express breast milk
A place, other than a bathroom, that may be used
to express milk

104

Essential Protections
Under the Family Medical
Leave Act

105
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Family and Medical Leave Act
Essential Protections:
• Twelve workweeks of unpaid leave per leave year for
qualifying reasons
• Job protection
• Protection of benefits and status while on leave
• Return to the same or an equivalent position

106

Tax Credits for Paid Sick Leave
• American Rescue Plan
extended tax credits for
employers through September
30, 2021
• Up to $12,000 per worker
• Visit IRS.gov for more
information

107

Whistleblower
Protections
Under OSHA

108
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Whistleblower Protections
workers have a lawful right to:

Employers cannot
retaliate against
workers who
exercise their rights.

 Notify a supervisor or employer about a
hazardous condition

 Report a workplace injury or illness
 Refuse to perform an extremely dangerous
task where there is insufficient time to
contact OSHA and the employee has
requested and been unable to obtain
abatement of the hazard

 Ask OSHA to inspect a workplace
 Talk to OSHA Inspectors

109

Whistleblower Protections
Retaliation includes:







Reduce pay or hours
Being fired, laid off, or suspended
Reassignment, discipline, or demotion
Threats, harassment, and intimidation
Blacklisted from hiring

•

Employers cannot retaliate against workers for raising concerns about personal protective equipment, or
about workplaces not following CDC guidelines and local guidelines related to safety and COVID-19.

•

If an employer has retaliated against you, act quickly! Workers must file a retaliation complaint with OSHA
within 30 days after the alleged adverse action occurred or you became aware of it. (Some of OSHA’s
whistleblower laws have different timeframes for filing – Call OSHA immediately if you believe you believe
your rights have been violated.)

110

How we can help

111
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How and when to File a Complaint
OSHA
•Safety and Health Complaint
If you believe working conditions are unsafe or unhealthful, you may file a confidential complaint with OSHA
and ask for an inspection. If possible, tell your employer about your concerns.
How to File a Safety and Health Complaint
•Protection from Retaliation
It is illegal for an employer to fire, demote, transfer or otherwise retaliate against a worker who complains to
OSHA and uses their legal rights. If you believe you have been retaliated against in any way, file a whistleblower
complaint within 30 days of the alleged retaliation.
How to File a Whistleblower Complaint
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How to File a Complaint
Wage and Hour Division
• Complaints can be submitted by phone.
• Complaints can come from third
parties.
• Complaints are confidential.
• WHD does not ask workers about their
immigration status.
• No fee to file a complaint.
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Complaint Intake Information
Employee’s name

•
•
•
•
•

Contact information
Address and phone number
Employee’s duties/work
Circumstances or actions that caused potential violation of the law
Copies of pay stubs or personal hours worked records if available

Employer’s name

• Point of contact
• Address and phone number
This information is not required, but helps develop the case
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Online Resources
• Workers owed back wages may
be difficult to locate
• WHD searches for these workers
• “Workers Owed Wages” provides
online access for workers and
advocates to search our database

www.dol.gov/wow
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Online Resources
Elaws Advisors
•
•
•
•

Coverage and employment status advisor
Overtime calculator
Overtime security advisor
Hours worked advisor
dol.gov/elaws
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OSHA Online Resources
 OSHA Workers' Rights and Protections
 Workers' Rights Booklet (English & Spanish)
 The Whistleblower Protection Program
 Whistleblowers Fact Sheets
 Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19)
 Occupational Safety and Health Administration
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Online Resources
• Worker.gov
• Employer.gov
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Contact Us
Wage and Hour Division
• Visit
www.dol.gov/agencies/whd

OSHA
• Visit www.osha.gov

• Call our toll-free information
and helpline
at 1-866-4US-WAGE (1-866-4879243)

• Call our toll-free information
and helpline
at 1-800-321-6742 (1-800-321OSHA)
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Courtney W. Bohannon
USDOL – OSHA
Jackson Area Office
100 W. Capitol Street
Suite 749
Jackson, MS 39269-1620
601-965-4606
bohannon.courtney@dol.gov
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Nichole Williams

Nichole Williams
Community Outreach and Resource Planning Specialist
Jackson District Office-Mississippi
U.S. Dept. Labor, Wage and Hour Div.
100 W. Capitol Street, Suite 725
Jackson, MS 39269-1602
Phone/Fax 601.965.7395
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THE DILEMMA:
EMPLOYEE OR
INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTOR
KARL STEINBERGER
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The Issue of Independent
Contractor/employee Has
Created a Great Deal of Litigation
I. INTRODUCTION

I Will Explain this Issue Is Interpreted
Differently by Many Different
Authorities
I Hope to Bring Light to the
Darkness.
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II. THE
COMMON LAW

 A. Common law is the law

created by the courts through
many years.
 An example is a furniture

manufacturer who allow workers to
assemble furniture at home and to
complete the process at the store. The
worker rear ends someone while
delivering the furniture.
 a. If an employee, the employer is

liable under the doctrine of
respondeat superior.
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II.THE COMMON LAW cont.
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 B. The common law factors to be considered are

whether the master:
 1. Has the power to terminate the contract at will.

 2. Has the power to fix the price in payment for the work or

controls the manner and time of payment.
 3. Furnishes the means and appliances for the work.
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II.THE COMMON LAW cont.
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 4. Has control of the premises.
 5. Furnishes the materials upon which the

work is done.
 6. Has the right to prescribe the kind and

character of the work to be done.

126
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II.
THE COMMON
LAW cont.

 7. Has the right to supervise and

inspect the work.
 8. Has the right to direct the details

of the manner in which the work is
done.
 9. Has the right to employ and

discharge the subemployees and to
fix their compensation.
 10. Is obliged to pay the wages of

the worker.
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II.THE COMMON LAW cont.
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 C. The degree of control by the master is the

most important factor to prove employee status.
 Source: Kisner v. Jackson, 159 Miss. 424, 132 So.

90 (1931)
 Miller v. R.B. Wall Oil Co., 970 So. 2d 127 (Miss.

2007)
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III. IRS

 A.

“If your business hires or
contracts with individuals
to provide services you
must determine whether
the individuals providing
services are employees or
independent contractors.”

129
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 B. IRS relies upon The Common Law
 C. However, IRS has its own categories

III. IRS cont.

to consider:
 1. Behavioral: Does the company control

or have the right to control what the worker
does and how the work does his or her job?
 2. Financial: Are the business aspects of

the worker’s job controlled by the payer?
(these include things like how worker is
paid, whether the expenses are
reimbursed, who provides tools/supplies,
etc.).
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III. IRS cont.



3. Type of relationship: Are
there written contracts or
employee type benefits (i.e.
pension plans, insurance,
vacation pay, etc.)? Will the
relationship continue and is
the work performed a key
aspect of the business?
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III. IRS cont.

 D.

The keys are to

1. Look at the entire relationship,

2. Consider the degree or
extent of the right to direct or
control, and
3. Document each of the
factors used in coming up with
the determination.
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III. IRS cont.

 E.

Form SS-8

 The

IRS will review the facts
and circumstances and
officially determine the
worker’s status.

 It

may take at least 6 months
to get a determination.
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III. IRS cont.

 E.


Employment Tax Obligations
1. Independent Contractor
 A. Form W-9 establishes taxpayer identification number and certification.
 B. Form 1099-NEC




To report payments of nonemployee compensation (NEC). There are exceptions.

2. Employee:


A. Form W-2



B. Reflects withholdings
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 F.

Source:
https://www.irs.gov/businesses/sm
all-businesses-selfemployed/independentcontractor-self-employed-oremployee

III. IRS cont.
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IV. MISSISSIPPI
DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE
 Rules are similar

to IRS
 Source:

www.dor.ms.gov
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V. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABORWAGE AND HOUR DIVISION
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 A. Misclassification of Employees as Independent

Contractors
 1. “Misclassified employees often are denied access

to critical benefits and protections they are entitled to
by law, such as the minimum wage, overtime
compensation, family and medical leave,
unemployment insurance and safe workplaces.”
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V. U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR-WAGE
AND HOUR
DIVISION cont.

 A.

Misclassification of
Employees as Independent
Contractors
 2. “Employee misclassification

generates substantial losses to the
federal government and state
governments in the form of lower
tax revenues, as well as to state
unemployment insurance and
workers compensation funds.”
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V. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABORWAGE AND HOUR DIVISION cont.
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 B. DOL Facts on Misclassification Notice
 1. Employers may not misclassify for any reason,

even if the employee agrees.
 2. Working offsite or from home with some

flexibility over work hours is not enough.
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 B.

DOL Facts on
Misclassification Notice
3. Receiving a 1099 does
is not enough
 4. Signing an
independent contract
agreement is not enough.
 5. Being paid in cash or
by check or on the books
or off does not matter.


V. U.S.
DEPARTMENT
OF LABORWAGE AND
HOUR
DIVISION
cont.
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V.
U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR-WAGE
AND HOUR
DIVISION cont.

 B. DOL Facts on Misclassification

Notice (cont.)
 6.

Even if an employee is an
independent contractor under
another law (for example, tax law or
state law), the employee may still be
an employee under the FLSA.

 7.

Having an employee identification
number (EIN) or paperwork stating the
employee is performing services as a
limited liability company (LLC) or other
business entity does not matter.
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V. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABORWAGE AND HOUR DIVISION cont.
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 B.

DOL Facts on Misclassification Notice
(cont.)
8. “Common industry practice” is not an

excuse to misclassify a person under the FLSA.
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V.
U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF LABORWAGE AND
HOUR DIVISION
cont.

 C. Employment

Relationship Under the FLSA
Economic Reality Test

Factors
Not based on technical

concepts
Not determined by Common

Law
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V. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABORWAGE AND HOUR DIVISION cont.
 C.


144

Employment Relationship Under the FLSA
1. Economic Reality Test Factors cont.
 b.

The U.S. Supreme Court has indicated there is no single rule or
test. It is the total activity or situation which controls. Among the
factors which the court has considered significant are:
 (1) The extent to which the services rendered are an integral part of
principal’s business.
 (2) The permanency of the relationship.
 (3) The amount of the alleged contractor’s investment in facilities
and equipment.
 (4) The nature and degree of control by the principal.

144
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 C.

Employment Relationship
Under the FLSA


1. Economic Reality Test
Factors cont.
 (5) The alleged contractor’s

opportunity for profit and loss.
 (6) The amount of initiative,

judgement or foresight in open
market competition.
 (7) The degree of independent
business organization and
operation.
 Source:
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/factsheets/13-FLS-employment-relationship.

V.
U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR-WAGE
AND HOUR
DIVISION cont.

145

V. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABORWAGE AND HOUR DIVISION cont.
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 1.6.21 DOL Final Rule on Independent Contractor

Status
 Redefines economic reality test
 Rule includes two “core factors” and three “other factors”

 5.7.21 DOL has withdrawn the final rule
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VI. MISSISSIPPI
WORKERS’
COMPENSATION
COMMISSION

 A. The Act defines Employee

and Independent
Contractor
 Employee means any person

“In service of an employer…
provided there shall be
excluded an Independent
Contractor…

147
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 An independent contractor means

VI. MISSISSIPPI
WORKERS’
COMPENSATION
COMMISSION
cont.

any individual firm or corporation who
contracts to do a piece of work:
 1.

According to its own methods without
being subject to the control of his
employer, except as to the result of the
work.

 2.

Who has the right to employ and
direct the outcome of the workers
independent of the employer and free
from any superior authority in the employer
to say how the specified work shall be
done or what the laborer shall do as the
work progresses.
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 An

independent contractor
means any individual firm or
corporation who contracts
to do a piece of work cont.:
 3.

One who undertakes to
produce a given result without
being in any way controlled as
to the methods by which he
attains the result.

VI. MISSISSIPPI
WORKERS’
COMPENSATION
COMMISSION
cont.

149

VI. MISSISSIPPI WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
COMMISSION cont.

150

 The term

independent contractor and employee
are not interpreted for workers compensation in
the same manner as in other fields of law. The
workers’ comp laws continue to apply the law to
promote the policies underlying workers’
compensation law.
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VI. MISSISSIPPI
WORKERS’
COMPENSATION
COMMISSION
cont.

 One

method to evaluate an
Independent Contractor vs.
Employee is the common law
 The other method is the “relative
nature of the Case Doctrine”
 There are five factors
 1.

Is the work being done an
integral part of the employer’s
business?
 2. Is the work being done on a
regular and recurring part of the
employer’s business.
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 Relative Nature of the Case Doctrine

VI. MISSISSIPPI
WORKERS’
COMPENSATION
COMMISSION
cont.



3.
Has the employer engaged another
employer to do its work who cannot be
expected to carry its own accident burden or
who lacks financial responsibility to bear the
cost of the work injuries?



4.
Is the work for a defined project or is there
a relatively long term or continuous relationship
between the one engaged to do the work
and the employer?



5.
Does the one engaged have a business
independent of the work for the employer or
instead depends almost entirely for work on
the employer?
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VI. MISSISSIPPI WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
COMMISSION cont.

153

 Source: mwcc.ms.gov; Miss. Practice Series-

Mississippi Workers’ Compensation, John R.
Bradley, Linda A. Thompson, Section 2:8, Linda
Thompson, John R. Bradley 2019, pg. 37.
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VII. MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY(UNEMPLOYMENT)

154

 A.

A Worker is presumed to be an employee. An Employer can rebut
the presumption by showing that the individual will “continue to be free
from control and direction over the performance of such services both
under his contract of service and in fact.

 The relationship of employer and employee shall be determined in

accordance with the principals of the common law governing the
relation of master and servant.
 https://mdes.ms.gov/employers/unemployment-tax/reporting-and-

filing/worker-classification/
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VIII. CONSEQUENCES OF
MISCLASSIFICATIONS

 A. Common Law
 1. Risk of exposure to damages if

sued without insurance.
 B. IRS
 1. Risk of paying back past due

income taxes employer and employee
withholding, Social Security and
Medicare taxes with interest and
penalties
 C. Mississippi Department of

Revenue
 1. Exposure is assessment of past due

income taxes interest, and penalties.
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VIII. CONSEQUENCES OF
MISCLASSIFICATIONS

156

 D. DOL- Wage and Hour Division
 1. Exposure to audit of entire

business.
 2. Exposure to past due wages and

overtime for work over 40 hours a
week.
 a. Two years statute of limitation for

normal case.
 b. Three-year statute of limitation for

willful case.
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157
 E. Mississippi Workers’
VIII.
CONSEQUENCES
OF
MISCLASSIFICATIONS

Compensation Commission
 1. Risk of owing substantial

monies for workers’
compensation benefits without
insurance.
 2. Risk of prosecution for crime.
 a. Penalty of up to $1,000.00 fine

and imprisonment for a year
 3. Risk of exposure to a jury trial

for tort damages.
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VIII. CONSEQUENCES OF
MISCLASSIFICATIONS
F.

158

MDES (unemployment)



1. Risk of owing past due assessments.



2. Risk of owing past due benefits.
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IX. CONCLUSION

A. Be careful not to misclassify an
employee as an independent
contractor.
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B. The penalty may be severe.
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Employee's Speech Rights
in the Workplace
and Off-Duty
TRISTAN ARMER

160

May I Speak
Freely?...Not
really

161

• Goal is to help an employer
navigate the path of handling
speech issues.
• We will cover the laws
regarding an employer’s right to
discipline or control speech.
• We will not cover my own
opinion whether an employer
should discipline or control
speech.

May I Speak Freely?...Not
really

• I strive to be content-neutral
& any perception about my own
viewpoint on any topic of
speech is not intended to be
expressed.

162
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1st Amendment to the United States Constitution - Bill of Rights

Right to
Free
Speech

• “Congress shall make no law…abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government
for a redress of grievances.”
• Applies only to Congress & restricts Congress from making law which abridges
free speech.

Under the 14th Amendment state government lacks authority to abridge
freedom of speech.
Why did James Madison append the Bill of Rights (1st Amendment) to the
Constitution?
• Intent was not to “take away” Congress’ ability to regulate speech.
• Intent was to state citizens had inherent right of free of speech from birth &
the federal government would always lack legal authority to abridge that
inherent right

Over time the Supreme Court of the United States also issued opinions
which found other “penumbra rights” such as privacy & private assembly
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• Private versus Public Employment
• On-Duty versus Off-Duty Speech

Analyze
Speech in the
Workplace

• Employment Related Speech versus NonEmployment Related Speech
• Political Speech versus Public Concern
Speech
• Viewpoint Discrimination; Racial or Sexual
Discrimination
• Civil Liability, Statutory Limitations &
Sound Employer Policy
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Private versus
Public
Employment

Private

Public

 Employment At Will

 Government or
Subdivision

 No “right” to the job

 1 st Amendment Limits
Abridging Free Speech

 No application of the
1st Amendment

 Pickering Balancing Test

 Some Statutory
Exceptions

 Triggered by matters of
“public concern”

 Some Statutory
Exceptions
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Private Employers
May Discipline or Limit

Exceptions – Employer Cannot:
• limit labor organizing speech

At-Will Employment

•

•Right to hire & fire for good reasons, mistaken reasons, bad reasons & without
reasons

Employers have power to restrict employee speech through
termination or other discipline
On-Duty versus Off-Duty

•

limit Whistleblowing

•

limit speech to engage in retaliation for reporting
crime or EEOC violation

•

limit speech to effect racial, age or sexual based
discrimination

•

•Not much difference

Political Speech/Commercial Speech/Public Concern
•Not much difference

Work Related/Non-Work Related
•Not much difference

"Employees shall have right to self-organization
(forming or joining labor union) and to engage in
other concerted activities for collective bargaining
or other mutual aid and protection.“

Miss. Public Policy exception to At-Will
Employment
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Private
Employers –
N.L.R.A.

•

Protects "only employee speech relating to the
terms and conditions of employment.“

•

Individually griping about some aspect of work or
boss is not "concerted activity“

•

Protection extends to speech with some relation
to group action, or seek to initiate, induce, or
prepare for group action, or bring a group
complaint to the attention of management

•

Not protected if you say things about your
employer which are egregiously offensive or
knowingly and deliberately false

•

Political speech; more about general public
interest in an issue seen as political, then less
likely labor law is to protect it

•

Protected speech does not, for example, include
speech about the environmental effects of
employer policies

•

Free to fire employees for speech considered part
of a "secondary boycott."
•

For example, employers can fire employees
for making disparaging remarks about the
quality of the employer’s products or
services

•

Facebook post with/to other employees

•

“Bob is such a NASTY M***** F*****
don’t know how to talk to people!!!!!! F***
his mother and his entire f******
family!!!! What a LOSER!!!!”

•

After this offensive tirade, the employee
closed with an emphatic: “Vote YES for the
UNION!!!!!!!”

•

Employee terminated & Filed NLRB
Complaint

•

Was the first section of the Facebook post
disloyal and disparaging, and therefore
possibly unprotected?

•

However, the NLRB discussed how this
profane first section still criticized the
supervisor & that profanity was
commonplace in the workplace, so the
employee’s Facebook post did not lose its
NLRA-protected status.

•

Employee tacking on a pro-union
statement at the end of his speech further
protected him & speech
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• Exception to At-Will Employment doctrine

Whistleblowing
– Private
Employer
Public Policy
Exception

• McArn v. Allied Bruce-Terminix Co., 626 So. 2d 603, 607 (Miss. 1993)
• Pest control tech fired; testified he was constantly required by his
branch manager to falsify his chemical reports to State Agri. Dep’t
• “Narrow” exception for an employee who:
• refuses to participate in an illegal act;
• is discharged for reporting illegal acts of employer to the
employer or anyone else
• Allows an individual to bring a lawsuit for wrongful discharge when
employer fires them for "reasons that violate or offend public policy."
• The public policy action allegedly offended must be based in either
"legislation; administrative rules, regulations or decisions; [or] judicial
decisions."
• Reasons that may qualify as violations of public policy are firing
someone because they refused to break the law, engaged in
whistleblower activity, performed a legal duty, or exercised a legal
privilege.
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Private
Employer –
Misc. &
Summation

• 1st Amendment provides no
protection, no matter how political
the speech or how biased the
retaliation, because there is no state
action.
• Employer’s have a private property
right to control workplace

• Federal government may limit
private employers’ speech too • May not communicate a
"threat of reprisal or force
or promise of benefit"
contingent upon the
outcome of a union
election.

• Other than Whistleblowing & NLRA
Statutes, little to no limit of
regulating employees’ speech

• “Free to” at law does not
necessarily equal good policy
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Public Employers – In the Beginning
• Public Employer = Employed by US or State government or subdivision thereof.
• Early Rule: public employment, including academic employment, may be conditioned
upon the surrender of constitutional rights which otherwise could not be abridged by
direct government action
• Supreme Court Justice Holmes' famous dictum was, “a policeman 'may have a
constitutional right to talk politics, but he has no constitutional right to be a policeman,’”
McAuliffe v. Mayor of New Bedford, 155 Mass. 216, 29 N.E. 2d 517 (1892)
• Supreme Court of US said, “teachers may work for the school system upon the reasonable
terms laid down by the proper authorities of New York. If they do not choose to work on
such terms, they are at liberty to retain their beliefs and associations and go elsewhere.“
Adler 342 U.S., at 492.
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Public Employers – The Big Change
• Keyishian v. Bd. of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 605, 87 S. Ct. 675, 685 (1967)
• In KeyishianUSSC invalidated New York statutes barring employment merely on the basis of membership in
"subversive" organizations (communists). Keyishianheld that political association alone could not,
consistently with the 1st Amendment, constitute an adequate ground for denying public employment.
• Pickering v. Board of Education, 391 U.S. 563 (1968)
• In Pickering US Sup. Ct. addressed public school teacher's claim his 1st Amendment rights were violated
when he was fired for writing a letter to a local newspaper criticizing the local school board’s funding
policies (Sports v. Academics) – Created the Balancing Test
• Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 358-60, 96 S. Ct. 2673, 2682-83 (1976); Patronage - threat of dismissal for
failure to provide that political support unquestionably inhibits protected belief and association, and
dismissal for failure to provide support only penalizes its exercise. Limiting patronage dismissals to
policymaking positions is sufficient to achieve this governmental end. Non-policy making individuals usually
have only limited responsibility and are therefore not in a position to thwart the goals of the in-party.
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• Pickering: "State has interests as an employer in regulating the speech of its
employees that differ significantly from those it possesses in connection with
regulation of the speech of the citizenry in general."

Public
Employees –
Now, the
Balancing Test

• Rather than strictly scrutinizing government actions that burdened employee speech
rights, Court balanced interests of employee speaking against the government's
interest "in promoting efficiency of public services it performs through its employees.“
• Court suggested factors to consider are maintaining discipline by supervisors or
preserving harmony among coworkers & weigh in favor of government-employer.
• Court suggested, “public employees' speech may be particularly well informed” & likely
to “contribute to debate over important public issues as a balance.”
• Weighing facts in Pickering's case: Court concluded because the letter he wrote did not
interfere with teaching duties or the normal operation of the school generally & was
about a matter of public concern; school board could not constitutionally fire him for
his speech.
• Thus, Court extended 1st Amendment protection to public employee speech but in a
form far more deferential to the government's interests than when the government
acts purely as sovereign.
• Broad Rule: “Government employees can make statements on issues of public concern
protected under 1st Amendment unless the speech overwhelms the government's
ability to function.”
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Public
Employers –
Balancing
Test

• Garcetti vs. Ceballos (US Sup. Ct. 2006): Asst.
Dist. Atty. wrote a memo that a search warrant
was fraudulent – asked for case to be dismissed.
After a heated meeting with the Sheriff’s office,
A.D.A. was re-assigned
• A.D.A.’s speech had some public interest – bogus
search warrant
• A.D.A.’s speech, however, was made within the
scope & course of his employment
• 1st Amendment did not protect statements
made by government employee in the course
and scope of the employee's official job
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Public
Employers –
Balancing
Test

• Public Concern Test; Employees are speaking on matters of public concern when they report
dereliction of public duties, corruption, or threats to public health or safety.
• "Speech involves matters of public concern 'when it can be fairly considered as relating to
any matter of political, social, or other concern to the community.'" Snyder v. Phelps, 562
U.S. 443, 453, 131 S. Ct. 1207, 179 L.Ed.2d 172 (2011)
• Is the speech about a matter of public concern?
• If No – No 1st Amendment Protection exists
• If Yes – then does the employer have adequate justification for treating employee
different than citizen in public?
• Weigh disruption to work and efficiency against the benefit of speech made by well
informed insiders of a public issue.
• Because political accountability is the primary means by which the public seeks to ensure
that public managers are pursuing public goals, speech by public employees plays a
particularly important role in self-governance.
• Despite the general principle that listener reactions cannot justify regulating speech, public
employee speech may be unprotected precisely because it causes a stir.
• Still denies protection to employees' expression of grievances or criticism concerning
workplace conditions.
• Mixed speech can be both a workplace grievance & potential concern to the public –
• Employee's personal interest in the matter often disqualifies speech from protection.
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Public Employer – Balance v.
Sexual Harassment
•

Johnson v. County of Los Angeles Fire Department, 865 F. Supp. 1430, 1433 (C.D. Cal. 1994)

•

In 1992 the L.A. Fire Department banned nude magazines from station houses.

• Prior to department's banning of pornography from fire stations, magazines with pictures of nude women
were commonplace and read during a firefighter’s down time. Following the ban, several male employees sued
for injunctive relief, arguing that the ban violated their 1st Amendment rights.
• Two women firefighters testified in support of the department's ban on sexually-explicit material at work. 1
testified that she found the magazines offensive and "that the male firefighters often made lewd comments and
gestures while reading the magazines." The other testified that she too was offended and described "the
constant barrage of abusive and suggestive remarks made by male fire fighters while reading magazines with
nude pictures."
• Two women fire fighters testified against the ban policy asserting that Playboy was not offensive and did
"not make them feel intimidated or uncomfortable.“ Lisa Natale, Corporate Director of Market Research at
Playboy Enterprises, Inc., testified that "on average, only 15% of Playboy magazine consists of nude
photographs." The Johnsoncourt also noted that "Playboy is a staunch advocate of equality for women" and has
a woman as company president.
• The court's role was to weigh the firefighter's right to free expression against the fire department's right to
maintain efficient operations and the evidence did not support a showing of a real threat of disruption to the
department's efficient operation.
• After characterizing firefighters' interest in reading pornography on the job as very strong during their
"down" time -- because they were generally allowed to do what they wanted at the station during that time -the court concluded:
• “If defendants choose to impose a content-based regulation on employees' speech, they must produce
evidence that the speech contributes directly to a sexually harassing environment. In the present case, they
have simply failed to show that plaintiff's quiet reading of Playboy contributes to such an environment.”
•

Private Employer should have no limit to this same ban policy
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Whistleblowing
– Public
Employer

• E. Miss. State Hosp. v. Callens, 892 So. 2d 800 (Miss. Ct. App. 2004)
• Callens was Program Director for Adolescent Unit of E. Miss. State Hosp.
• Reported abuse (some sexual) and neglect of minors outside of his chain
of authority
• Fired for going outside chain of authority – probationary employee as well
• Callens sued under 42 U.S.C. § 1983
• Ct. Applied Pickering balance test
• Court found great public concern speech which far outweighed disruption to the
workplace
• Factors:
• Speech disrupts discipline or harmony of co-workers
• Employment relationship requires confidentiality and loyalty
• Speech impeded speaker’s ability to perform job
• The time, place, and manner of speech
• Context within the dispute arose
• Content was vital to public debate and making informed policy decisions
• Speaker regarded as member of public
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Off Duty Speech
It’s not just coworkers who can feel the effects of
a heated political discussion or an employee’s
politically charged social media posting.
Customers and potential customers may also
respond negatively to an employee’s divisive
political views, particularly if those views are
mistakenly attributed to the company. In a climate
where many employees are passionate about
their political beliefs and where social media
makes it easier than ever to learn about an
employee’s political views and activities,
employers are left to wonder: What do I do when
my employee’s political speech starts to impact
our workplace morale and our bottom line?
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• South Panola Sch. Dist. v. Rone, 2021 Miss. App. LEXIS 23
(Miss. Ct. App., Jan. 12, 2021)

Off Duty
Speech –
Public
Employee

•

Cammie Rone; a second-grade teacher at Batesville Intermediate School for
approximately twenty-three years.

•

Rone received call from Hamilton, principal of Batesville Intermediate, to discuss 1
racially-inflammatory post and 1 comment (“posting”) made on Facebook.

•

Rone replied to Hamilton she was traveling back from Jackson, Mississippi, and she could
meet at 5:00 p.m.

•

At the meeting Rone denied posting or commenting - although the screenshots of the
posting bore Rone's name & profile picture. Rone stated that she could not prove her
innocence to the school district at that time but that she would contact Facebook
administrators to see if her account was hacked.

•

After the meeting Hamilton relayed information to Wilder (So. Panola Sch. Dist.
Superintendent ) & drafted statement regarding Rone’s statements.

•

In her statement Hamilton recommended Rone's termination for violating Mississippi
Educator Code of Ethics Standard of Conduct 1.1(d) which states, "Ethical conduct
includes, but is not limited to the following: . . . [(d)] Providing professional education
services in a nondiscriminatory manner.“

•

Wilder terminated Rone’s employment

•

Following termination Rone requested a hearing before the South Panola School Board

•

During her tenure, Rone never received any disciplinary action.
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• At the Board hearing Rone testified she left her home at around 9:00
a.m. on the day in question traveling to purchase a bull-calf north of
Jackson, Mississippi.

Off Duty
Speech –
Public
Employee

• Rone testified that she first stopped to "turn the cows out" and to
hookup a trailer at a nearby farm before heading south to the Jackson
area.
• Rone arrived north of Jackson around 11:15 a.m. and loaded the bull.
Around 1:15 or 1:30 p.m., Rone began to drive home.
• Rone testified that on the way back, her brother texted her, asking if
she had seen the alleged Facebook comments. Rone replied that she
had not & her brother sent a screenshot of the comments.
• Shortly after Rone testified that she received the call from Hamilton,
whom she met with later that day.
• Rone testified she possessed her phone and was logged in on her
phone to her Facebook account on the day the comments were
posted.
• Rone hired a computer systems’ expert who testified Facebook may
be hacked or cloned, or, Rone made the posting, but there was no
way to know which had actually occurred from the “screen capture”
photos in evidence.
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• Board hearing officer issued a report to
the Board.

Off Duty Speech –
Public Employee

• Board held "that there was substantial and
credible evidence to support" Wilder's
decision to terminate Rone's employment.
• Rone appealed termination to the Panola
County Chancery Court.
• The Chancery Court reversed the Board's
decision and reinstated Rone's
employment, finding that the decision was
not supported by substantial evidence.
• School District appealed to the Miss. Court
of Appeals.
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• Miss. Ct. Appeals found “the evidence provided by the school
board was two unauthenticated screenshots of two comments on
a Facebook post made allegedly by Rone & the testimony of
Wilder that he saw those comments.”
• Wilder testified “he did not know that Rone actually made the
statements.” The posts were deleted by whomever made them
and there was no confirmation of whether Rone's account made
them or if a "cloned" account using Rone's identity made the
posts.

Off Duty Speech –
Public Employee

• Court stated the “comments were reprehensible and would have
justified termination had there been substantial evidence to
support their decision.”
• “However, the ease at which a Facebook account can be cloned
(for which no steps can be taken to prohibit this action) and the
frequency in which that occurs, makes it extremely important to
have proper verification that the alleged post was created and
posted by Rone before terminating her or any other person in her
situation.”
• Court ruled to reinstate her employment
• Sch. Dist has filed Petition for Writ of Cert to Miss. Supreme Ct.
• 23 year, model employee, sacked & reinstated, based upon
inadmissible evidence
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• Smith v. State, 136 So. 3d 424, 431 (¶16) (Miss. 2014)
• Miss. Supreme Court found "fact that an electronic communication
on its face purports to originate from a certain person's social
networking account is generally insufficient standing alone to
authenticate that persons as the author of the communications."
• “Something more than simply a name and small, blurry photograph
purporting to be [the defendant was] needed to identify the Facebook
account as [the defendant's] in the first place.“

Off Duty Speech
– Facebook
Evidence

• Court stated in a non-exhaustive list that "something more" could
include that:
• purported sender admits authorship;
• purported sender is seen composing the communication;
• business records of an internet service provider or cell phone
company show that the communication originated from the
purported sender's personal computer or cell phone under
circumstances in which it is reasonable to believe that only the
purported sender would have access to the computer or cell
phone;
• communication contains information that only the purported
sender could be expected to know;
• purported sender responds to an exchange in such a way as to
indicate circumstantially that he was in fact the author of the
communication, or;
• other circumstances peculiar to the particular case may suffice
to establish a prima facie showing of authenticity.

• Every employer should use this checklist before
accepting speech was made by employee.
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Policy Guidance & Advice
• Sweeping policies preventing any speech,
anywhere, anytime relating to the company
are sure to backfire at some point.
• Make a Policy before ‘it’ hits the fan
• Public Employer Policy must use Pickering
Balancing Test
• Private Employer Policy should use Pickering
Balancing Test
• Get all FACTS first, then act
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Policy Guidance & Advice
• James Madison wrote in December 1791, “Public opinion,
sets bounds to every government, and is the real
sovereign in every free one.” In a large republic such as
the United States, public opinion is “less easy to be
ascertained, and. . . less difficult to be counterfeited.”
Therefore, it is key to facilitate “a general intercourse of
sentiments,” which included roads and commerce, as well
as “a free press, and particularly a circulation of
newspapers through the entire body of the people.”
• Easy to tolerate ‘puppy love’ - divisive political opinion, not so much.

• Decide a policy – in advance - what the employer will
tolerate for “on-duty” & “off-duty” political speech
• Policy can tell employees – “if you view, talk, or
interact with co-employees off-duty, then you must
accept your co-employees differing opinions,
viewpoints and beliefs.”
• Policy should tell employees that the company’s best
interests will remain paramount in any decision
concerning off-duty conduct or speech
• Policy should always make clear employment remains
at-will
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Guidance & Advice – Enforcement
• Is Speech protected under NLRA or Whistleblower Acts?
• Public Employer must apply the Pickering Balancing Test
• Private Employer should apply the Pickering Balancing Test
• Is the speech about a matter of public concern?
• What is the disruption?
• What is the quality of my evidence?
• Document effect on:
•
•
•
•

customers
employee morale
company’s public image
consistency with stated policy & company values

• Document how company handled similar situations in the past
• Private employers are not obligated to treat all political speech equally & may
put greater restrictions on speech that goes against its business interests &
corporate values
• Be consistent and viewpoint neutral to avoid misinterpretation as disparate
treatment for purposes of federal and state antidiscrimination statutes.
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The case of Emmanuel Cafferty
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The case of the Univ.
Chatt-Tenn coach
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Effective Waiver of
Age Discrimination
Claims in Severance
Agreements
STACIE E. ZORN, ESQ.
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What is a Severance Agreement?
 A contract or legal agreement between

and Employer and Employee that
specifies terms of an employment
termination
 Consideration is given by the Employer in

exchange for an agreement or covenant
not to sue
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Consideration
 Must be something the Employee is not

already entitled to receive
 Usually, a lump sum payment of a

percentage of the Employee’s salary
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Elements of Severance Agreement
 Date of termination
 Severance payments
 Benefits
 References
 Return of company property
 Release of claims against the employer,

i.e., waiver
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Valid Waivers
 Knowingly and voluntarily consented to by the

Employee
 Terms are clear and specific
 No fraud, duress, undue influence or other

improper conduct
 Opportunity to consider the agreement and

consult with an attorney
 Sufficient consideration
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Valid Waivers cont’d
 Cannot waive future rights
 Must comply with applicable state and federal

law
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Valid Waivers cont’d
 Employees cannot waive the right to file a

charge of discrimination with the EEOC
 Employee can waive right to sue, but EEOC
always has the right to investigate
discrimination
 Employer cannot limit employee’s right to
testify, assist or participate in an investigation,
hearing or proceeding conducted by the
EEOC under the ADEA, Title VII, the ADA or the
EPA
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Valid Waivers cont’d
 Broad nondisparagement, confidentiality or

nonsolicitation provisions may violate an
Employee’s right to engage in protected
concerted activity under the National Labor
Relations Act “NLRA”
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Waivers of ADEA Claims
Knowing and Voluntary
 In order to “knowingly and voluntarily” release a

claim under the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act “ADEA” claim, certain
additional requirements must be met
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Writing
 Entire agreement must be in writing
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Reference to ADEA
 Agreement must specifically refer to a waiver of

rights under the ADEA
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Plain Language
 Agreement must be written in a manner that the

average person can understand the agreement
 Consider level of comprehension and

education of typical participants
 Avoid technical language and long, complex

sentences
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
No Misinformation
 Agreement must not have the effect of

misleading, misinforming, or failing to inform
participants and affected individuals
 Any advantages or disadvantages described

must be presented without either exaggerating
the benefits or minimizing the limitations
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
No Waiver of Future Rights
 Agreement must not contain a waiver of future

rights, i.e., claims that may arise after the waiver
is executed
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Consideration
 Rights or claims must be waived in exchange for

consideration in addition to anything of value to
which the individual is already entitled
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Advice of Counsel
 Employee must be advised in writing to consult

with an attorney prior to executing the
agreement
 Effective – “I have been advised to consult

with an attorney”
 Not effective - “I have had reasonable and

sufficient time and opportunity to consult with
an attorney”
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Time Periods
 Employee must be given a period of at least 21

days to consider the agreement
 21-day period runs from the date of the

Employer’s final offer
 Each modification restarts the 21-day period

unless the parties agree otherwise
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Time Periods cont’d
 Employee must be given at least seven (7) days

following execution to revoke the agreement
 Agreement will not be effective until the 7-day

period expires
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Time Periods cont’d
 Employee may sign the agreement before the

21-day period expires
 Employee’s decision to sign must be knowing

and voluntary and not induced through fraud,
misrepresentation, a threat to withdraw or
alter the offer prior to the expiration of the 21day period or by providing different terms to
employees who sign before the 21-day period
expires.
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Time Periods cont’d
 Once signed, the mandatory 7-day period

begins
 This time period cannot be waived
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Exit Incentives or Other Mass Layoffs


If the waiver is requested in connection with an exit incentive or
other termination program offered to a group or class of employees,
the employee must be given 45 days to consider the agreement



7-day revocation period still applies
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
Exit Incentives or Other Mass Layoffs cont’d
 Employee must be informed in writing of:
 any class, unit or group of individuals covered

by the program,
 any eligibility factors for the program, and
 any time limits applicable to the program
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Waivers of ADA Claims cont’d
Exit Incentives or Other Mass Layoffs cont’d
 Employee must also be informed in writing of:
 the job titles and ages of all individuals eligible

or selected for the program and
 ages of all individuals in the same job

classification or unit who are not eligible or
selected for the program
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Waivers of ADEA Claims cont’d
No Tender Back Rule
 Employees alleging a waiver was not knowing and

voluntary under the ADEA is not no solicitation required
to return severance pay or other benefits before filing a
lawsuit or charge before the EEOC
 No financial penalties against an Employee for

challenging a waiver in court, unless filed in bad faith
 Where agreement is successfully challenged,

Employer may receive credit or setoff against
monetary award
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Conclusion
 A properly drafted severance agreement can

limit an Employer’s exposure to litigation
 When in doubt, consult counsel
 Always remember the special rules that apply to

the ADEA
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References
 29 U.S.C. §§ 621, et seq.
 29 C.F.R. § 1625.22
 29 C.F.R. § 1625.23
 EEOC.gov
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214

Questions &
Answers
KARL STEINBERGER
TRISTAN ARMER
STACIE ZORN
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Credit instructions
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 The certificate of attendance form will by

on our website under the “webinar” tab.
 In order to receive credit for the webinar,

you must download the form, fill it out, and
return as instructed on the form.
 www.hs-lawfirm.com
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Survey

216

 Please complete our

Webinar survey before
existing your web browser.
 We relay on your survey

responses to improve our
Webinar each year.
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